
6.24.2013 - Female Workout Scripts

ALL SCRIPTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL

Mp3 File naming Example;

Jane Jones – Boyle.mp3
Jane Jones – Ellen.mp3
Jane Jones – Granny.mp3
Jane Jones – Serana.mp3
Jane Jones – Shashoo.mp3
Jane Jones – Valerica. .mp3

See copy for specs & direction

**Please note - some roles call for accents but that can be disregarded if you
would prefer to do it in your native accent.



CONFIDENTIAL 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
American accent (but probably formal). The daughter to vampire parents of royalty. Self-sufficient 
and a loner, naturally defensive but not shy. She can deftly navigate around difficult topics and 
steer a conversation back around into something you thought you wanted to talk about. She 
possesses a quick temper and strong passion, thus she doesn't let people get too close lest they 
fall victim to them. She can develop genuine feelings for the Player, but only so much as he 
proves worthwhile.  Has a goofy edge to her, with a touch of self-deprecating humor and 
awareness. She's smart, but a little naive in the ways of the world because of being sheltered by 
her mother for so long. She is headstrong and curious about what the world has become. 
 
 

SERANA 
(SHE'S JUST MET THE PLAYER, WHO ADMITS THAT HE DOESN'T KNOW WHAT TO DO 

NEXT) 
Figures I'd be woken by a couple of know-nothings. So, where are we off to 

now? Your lack of planning just fills me with confidence. 
 

SERANA 
(SPEAKING ABOUT HER PARENTS, REJECTING THE PLAYER'S ATTEMPTS AT 

SYMPATHY) 
No, I don't think you do know what it's like. My mother may have been a 
vampire who dabbled in necromancy, but my father was just plain bad. 
 

SERANA 
I had to listen to the two of them arguing for decades. Do you have any idea 

what it's like when the undead argue with each other? There's no rush! 
They have all the time in the world just to push each other in the smallest, 

pettiest ways. 
 

SERANA 
(A SOFTER MOMENT, RELAXING WITH THE PLAYER) 

You don't have to worry about me, you know. I'm not as delicate as you 
seem to think I am. I can watch out for myself and don't need you 

constantly asking if I'm all right. 
 

SERANA 
I'm sorry. I'm just not used ot having someone ... worry about me. I'm not 

sure why you're still here, but I'm glad you are. 

Name: Serana (sur-RAH-nah) 
Union: AFTRA 
Rate: Scale + 10% 
Gender: Female 
Race: Vampire 
Age: Immortal, but appears Late 30’s 
Voice Quality: Proper, soft, slightly deep, 
possibly husky  
Celebrity Essence: Madeleine Stowe 
Foreign Accent: None


